
1. Introduction

Income or earning is a sum of money collected from

doing work or received through investments [1].

Income also the sum of all the wages, salaries, profits,

interests payments, rents, and other forms of earnings

received in a given period of time[2]. Income is an

essential aspect of daily economic life, and is crucial not
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  약 소득은경제생활에서 요하다. 소득을 측할수 있으면, 사람들은 음식, 집세와 같은생활비를 지불할수있는

산을 세울 수 있을 뿐 아니라, 다른 재화 는 비상사태를 한 돈을 별도로 축 할 수 있다. 한 소득수 은 은행,

상 서비스회사에서마 목 충성도가높은고객을유치하는데활용된다. 이는소득이다양한고객 에서

사용되는 요한인구통계요소이기때문이다. 따라서기존고객 잠재고객에 한수입 측이필요하다. 이 연구에서

는소득을 측하기 해 SVM (Support Vector Machines), Gaussian, 의사결정트리, DCNN (Deep Convolutional Neural

Networks)과 같은 기계 학습 기법을 사용하 다. 분석 결과 DCNN 방법이 본 연구에서 사용 된 다른 기계 학습 기법에

비해최 의결과(88%)를 제공하는 것으로나타났다. 향후 PCA 같이 데이터 크기를 향상시킨다면더 좋은연구결과를

제시할 수 있을 것이다.
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only for individuals but for businesses, governments

and other organizations as well. Knowing income

enables people, businesses and governments to create

budgets for daily living expenses, and income is a

crucial demographic element used at a wide variety of

customer touch points. Income data is also used by

banks and other businesses for marketing purposes,

and for retaining loyal customers. Employment income

is different than business income, employment income

is the income that gain from the employment services

and business income is the income that gain from the

business activity. Today, increased competition is

leading companies to search for ways to innovate,

retain customers and survive by offering the right

products at the right time and maintaining good

customer relationships. This means they need fast and

accurate decision-making processes to retain loyal

customers. However, they must also keep per-unit

processing costs low, and provide quick turnaround

times for customers. Therefore, it is essential for

businesses to be able to make accurate income

predictions for both existing and potential customers.

Machine learning and big data are among the

current technologies that offer an effective and efficient

method for predicting and analyzing data. Machine

learning in particular is developing rapidly as a way to

optimize interpretive and predictive processing and

results. Various machine learning methods and

algorithms have been employed over the years to

improve the performance of data classification and

prediction. A number of researchers have investigated

income prediction and classification problems: Azamat

[3] developed benchmarking regression algorithms for

income prediction modeling, studied the performance of

various state-of-the-art regression algorithms (e.g.,

ordinary least squares regression, beta regression,

robust regression, ridge regression, MARS

(multivariate adaptive regression splines), ANN

(artificial neural network), LSSVM (least squares

support vector machine) and CART (classification and

regression trees), as well as two-stage models that

combine multiple techniques), and applied these to five

real-life income datasets for prediction. Lazar [4] used

the combination of SVM and PCA (principal component

analysis) to test income predictions using CPS income

data (income data consisted of text, numbers and a

mixture of both, and could be categorized as text).

Recently, another method of machine learning has

become popular: deep learning. This method adapts the

neural system using deep architecture such as DCNN

and CNN. Neural network can be used in several sector

such as : weather forecasting[17], Drifter Movement

prediction[18] early cancer prediction[19], face

recognition[20] and many other prediction. Neural

network is one of the potential method in machine

learning and it can be modified such as using deep

learning architecture. Several deep learning studies

have looked at DCNN and CNN: Alexis et al. [5] use

DCNN for sentence classification and sentiment

analysis, while Li et al. [6] use CNN for text

classification based on Chinese characters—their

research shows those methods optimize sentence

classification and sentiment analysis whether the

dataset language was English or another language.

Based on recent work and current technology, this

research uses a DCNN and other machine learning

techniques (SVM, Gaussian naïve Bayes, and decision

tree) for comparing the prediction and analysis of

employment income.

This paper consists of the following sections:

Section I provides an introduction to the research;

Section II introduces related works and other research

in this field; the study model is presented in Section III;

and the results and conclusion are covered in Section IV.

2. Related Works

The aim of this paper is to contribute to and

optimize the prediction of employment earnings or

income based on historical data.

Some previous research has already examined this
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topic: Azamat [3] developed benchmarking regression

algorithms for income prediction modeling, studying the

performance of various state-of-the-art regression

algorithms (e.g., ordinary least squares regression, beta

regression, robust regression, ridge regression, MARS

(multivariate adaptive regression splines), ANN

(artificial neural network), LSSVM (least squares

support vector machine) and CART (classification and

regression trees), as well as two-stage models that

combine multiple techniques) and applying these to five

real-life income datasets for prediction. Lazar [4] used

the combination of SVM and PCA (principal component

analysis) for testing income prediction with CPS

income data.

Bjelland, J. et all [7] used deep learning method to

predict individual income data based on the mobile

phone data.

Based on all research, the current research use the

machine learning method to predict the income earning

using different dataset and data structure.

While the current research didn’t use the deep

learning architecture and use the non-sentences data

structure, this research use a DCNN, a convolutional

neural network based on deep learning architecture and

using the sentences data structure.

3. Research Model and Methodology 

The proposed model for this research is

experimental, using a quantitative approach. The

configuration of the proposed method is illustrated in

Fig. 1 The proposed experiment will use a DCNN to

predict and classify employment income.

3.1 Dataset

The income dataset was extracted from the Census

Bureau database by Ronny Kohavi and Barry Becker

(Data Mining and Visualization, Silicon Graphics). This

dataset was selected and distributed for normal

distribution.

No. Dataset Description

1 Train 35000

2 Test 10500

Table 1. Dataset Detail

3.2 Deep Convolutional Neural Network

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are a

particular kind of neural architecture specially designed

to handle image data. Since their introduction by LeCun

et al. (1989), CNNs have demonstrated excellent

Fig. 1. Research model methodology.
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performance at tasks such as handwritten digit

classification and face detection [8]. ConvNets have

been successful in identifying faces, objects and traffic

signs apart from powering vision in robots and self

driving cars[9].The efficacy of convolutional nets

(ConvNets or CNNs) in image recognition is one of the

main reasons why the world has woken up to the

efficacy of deep learning. They are powering major

advances in computer vision (CV)[10].

CNN models have a standard structure consisting of

alternating convolutional layers and pooling layers

(often, each pooling layer is placed after a convolutional

layer). The last layers are a small number of fully

connected layers, and the final layer is a softmax

classifier, as shown in Fig. 2 CNNs are usually trained

by backpropagation via stochastic gradient descent

(SGD) to find weights and biases that minimize specific

loss function to map the arbitrary inputs to the targeted

outputs as carefully as possible [11].

The proposed CNN method to be used in this

experiment is the DCNN (deep convolutional neural

network), inspired by VGG and VDCNN architecture.

The proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 3. The input

of the network was word vectorization, as the income

data was based on text and numbers. It contains 2048

fixed, embedded characters. The convolutional

networks in the proposed method include three

convolutional layers and one fully connected layer.

Using the VGG and VDCNN methods[4], several rules

are applied on the network, including the following:

- For the same output temporal resolution, the

layers have the same number of feature maps.

- When the temporal resolution is halved, the

number of feature maps is doubled.

This helps reduce network usage of memory and

memory tracking. For the classification tasks, the

temporal resolution of the convolutional network’s

output is first down-sampled to a fixed dimension

using k-max pooling. The network extracts the k most

essential features, independently of the position they

appear in the sentence. The 512 × k resulting functions

are transformed into a single vector, which is the input

to a three-layer, fully connected classifier with ReLU

hidden units and softmax outputs [12].

3.3 SVM (Support Vector Machine)

The SVM is a state-of-the-art classification method

introduced in 1992 by Boser, Guyon, and Vapnik [13].

The support vector machine (SVM) machine learning

method is used for resolving binary discrimination and

prediction problems. For binary classification, the basic

idea of SVM is to find a hyperplane that separates

positive and negative training observations and

maximizes the margin between these observations and

the hyperplane [14].

The proposed SVM to be used in this experiment is

the SVM one versus all (OVA) method for the

Fig. 2. Structure of a CNN [10]
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multiclass problem. The binary SVM is applied several

times using the technique of one versus all (OVA) for

each class.

The SVM decision function is expressed as shown

in Equation 1:

  
  



     (1)

where    is the kernel function and  α

is the label function. The output class is taken from the

classifier with the largest positive answer.

3.4 Gaussian Naïve Bayes

Naïve Bayes is a classifier that uses Bayes’

Theorem. It predicts membership probabilities for each

class, such as the probability that a given record or

data point belongs to a particular class. The class with

the highest probability is considered as the most likely

class. This is also known as the maximum a posteriori

(MAP) estimation [15].

The MAP formula used in this experiment is shown

in Equation 2:

  max 
max 
max 

Where:

P(E) = Evidence probability

P(H)= Hypothesis probability

3.5 Decision Tree

The decision tree is a type of supervised learning

algorithm (having a pre-defined target variable) that is

used mostly in classification problems. It works for

both categorical and continuous input and output

variables. In this technique, the decision tree splits the

population or sample into two or more similar sets (or

sub-populations) based on most significant

splitter/differentiator in input variables [16]. The

proposed decision tree to be used in this experiment is

regression tree analysis. Regression tree analysis is

useful when the output can be considered as a real

number.

the accuracy measurement is based on :

Fig. 3. Proposed DCNN in experiment.
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Where :

TP : True Positive

FN : False Negative

FP : False Positive

4. Experimental Results and Analysis

The proposed system used an Intel i5 Core with 16

GB RAM, and was developed using Python and

TensorFlow. The performance of the proposed method

is evaluated using the classification accuracy obtained

from the experiment performed using DCNN and

another method for validation and comparison.

The income dataset was extracted from the Census

Bureau database by Ronny Kohavi and Barry Becker

(Data Mining and Visualization, Silicon Graphics). The

dataset consists of the following:

� Age

� Work class

� Fnlwgt

� Education

� Education-num

� Marital-status

� Occupation

� Relationship

� Race

� Sex

� Capital-gain

� Capital-loss

� Hours-per-week

� Native-country

Fig. 4. Data distribution on income dataset. 
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Fig. 5. Loss graph of DCNN (very deep convolutional neural network).

Fig. 6. Accuracy graph of DCNN (very deep convolutional neural network)

Fig. 7. Decision tree learning curves.
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Fig. 8. SVM learning curve

Fig. 9. Gaussian naïve Bayes learning curve

In this experiment, the data were chosen randomly

for normal distribution. If the data do not distribute

normally, the program will create the extra data or

change data. Fig. 4 depicts the data distribution in the

income dataset; based on the graph shown, the dataset

was normally distributed.

Fig. 3 and 4 depict the loss and accuracy graph and

the learning rate in DCNN. In Fig. 3 and 4, the orange

line represents the training score, while the blue line

represents the validation or test score; in the loss

graph, the validation score and the test score decrease

by epoch iteration although the test score fluctuated as

the graph went down to create an ROC-shaped curve.

In the accuracy graph, the test score fluctuated, but
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increased for higher accuracy; so too did the orange

line in the accuracy graph. Based on these graphs, the

DCNN trains smoothly.

Fig. 5, 6 and 7 represent the learning rates for the

decision tree, SVM and Gaussian naïve Bayes methods.

Fig. 5 depicts the learning curve on the decision tree;

the red line portrays the training score, while the green

line portrays the cross-validation score. Based on Fig.

5, the decision tree did not train smoothly; the red and

green lines in the decision tree learning graph show

underfitting in the training process, as does Fig. 6 for

the SVM training process, while the Gaussian naïve

Bayes method trains well but not smoothly. Based on

Fig. 7, the Gaussian naïve Bayes method shows

training stuck between scores of 0.76 and 0.75,

indicating an overfitting problem.

After the training process, accuracy was measured.

The accuracy is obtained from precision and recall

calculation. The Table 2 shows the prediction accuracy

being produced by the machine learning method, with

an average prediction accuracy value of 80%. Based on

the graph and accuracy results, the DCNN method

shows better and optimum performance for predicting

income, while other machine learning methods (SVM,

decision tree, and naïve Bayes) suffer from underfitting

and overfitting.

No. Methods Accuracy
Result

Description

1 DCNN 88%

2 Naïve Bayes 75%

3 SVM 85%

4 Decision Tree 81%

Table 2. Comparison of income prediction results

5. Conclusion

Based on the results of the deep convolutional neural

network, this method shows an average optimum result

for income prediction. The DCNN method performs

better than the SVM, Gaussian naïve Bayes and

decision tree methods, showing an average accuracy

prediction of 88%. By contrast, the SVM, Gaussian

naïve Bayes and decision tree methods struggle with

overfitting or underfitting data when handling income

prediction. This result uses the sentences data

structure model, because the sentences data structure

model fit with deep convolutional neural network.

Based on all the result analysis and experiment

DCNN/CNN could be used for predicting the income of

the employer and be used for business purpose.

Even though the DCNN/CNN method was originally

used for computer vision and images, it can be used in

text problems as well. Images and small amounts of

text have similar properties. Texts are also

compositional in many languages; characters combine

to form n-grams, stems, words, phrase, sentences, etc.

These similar properties make it productive to compare

computer vision and natural language processing.

This research aims to contribute to current

understanding by seeking an optimum result for income

and earning prediction, and to identify an efficient and

effective method for doing so when dealing with large

volumes of data and lengthy datasets. However, due to

hardware and data length limitations, this experiment

was able to handle an income dataset of no more than

35,000.

Based on current limitations and conditions, this

research suggests several directions for future research.

First, regarding the hardware limitation, future

research is recommended using high-specification

hardware to handle the training and preprocessing

phase. Second, regarding the depth of the CNN, future

research should adapt the depth of the CNN to current

and future dataset conditions. Finally, regarding data

structure, future research should shorten data structure

and data length for better and optimum performance;

Gensim, PCA and other optimization methods can be

applied to achieve these conditions.
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